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Toni
Burkhalter
2015 Teaching Excellence Award winner
Peter Floess
Staff Writer

Parkland’s
Professional
Development Subcommittee
selected Parkland biology
professor Toni Burkhalter
as the winner of the 2015
Teaching Excellence Award
for Faculty last December.
The Department Chair of
Natural Studies Scott Siechen
believes that four elements
go into being an excellent
teacher of the Natural
Sciences at Parkland College.
First, they have “to know
their subject matter very
well,” Siechen said. “Students
frequently
benefit
from
instructors who are able to
go beyond the syllabus and
explain more about the world
than is covered strictly by the
course material.”
Second, excellent teachers
have to care about their
students’ personal mastery
of the subject. This type of
teacher takes the extra time
outside of class to interact
with students. An excellent
teacher helps their students
understand the material and
also guide students through
practical life matters that
extend beyond the syllabus.
Third, the teacher should
strive to constantly be
improving themselves and
the College.
“By
participating
in
College-wide initiatives and
continuing education, an
excellent teacher shows that
they are good colleagues
and
good
citizens
of
the Parkland community,”
Siechen said.
Fourth, they must have
a friendly demeanor and
helpful attitude.
Siechen believes that Toni
Burkhalter “exemplifies all
of these traits admirably,”
he said. “She is dedicated to
the best possible outcome for
her students as individuals,
and frequently goes beyond
the call of duty to draw the
best out of them. She is very
creative in finding new ways

to help her students, the
Department and the College.
Toni is a joy to work with.”
Burkhalter
said
that
Parkland is a great institution
for engaging students in
learning.
“Recently, I was able to
partner with the College for a
kinesiology lab renovation so
we can include more active
learning in the curriculum.
Additionally, the small class
sizes better allow me to have
rich classroom discussions,
a
dynamic
learning
environment,
and
help
them personally along their
academic path,” Burkhalter
said.
Burkhalter, who has been
teaching Parkland College
since 2004, says her favorite
teaching memory at Parkland
College was the first class she
taught.
“It was a nutrition class
that was offered at night,”
Burkhalter said. “I had an
eclectic group of students
from a variety of different
backgrounds. One full-time
student recently graduated
high school in Asia. She was
learning biology and English
simultaneously. Sitting next
to her was a 50-year old
African American woman
with a learning disability. She
had been a student at Parkland
for five years, working full
time while working towards
her associate’s degree. In the
front row, there was a man who
earned his Bachelor’s degree
in biology from the University
of Illinois ten years earlier,
but desperately wanted to
practice nursing. All of these
students wanted something
different from my class,
yet all had a similar goal:
to improve themselves and
their quality of life through
education. From that moment
on, I knew that teaching was
going to be a part of my life.”
Burkhalter enjoys teaching
“any class that focuses
on the effects of exercise
or nutrition on the body,”
she said. Her two favorite

Photo courtesy of Toni Burkhalter
Parkland’s Professional Development Subcommittee selected Parkland biology professor
Toni Burkhalter as the winner of the 2015 Teaching Excellence Award for Faculty last
December.
classes that she teaches are
BIO 120, The Fundamentals
of Nutrition, and KIN 288,
Exercise Physiology.
Burkhalter is a member of
Parkland College Speakers
Bureau, which means that she
does educational outreach for
Parkland to the non-Parkland
local community. One of
the groups she most enjoys
speaking to is grade-school
students.
“It is so much fun coming
into a classroom where I can
allow students to listen to their
heart using a stethoscope,
participate in activity while
seeing their heart rate go
up, and then see a dissected
heart,”
Burkhalter
said.
“The energy you get from
the grade school students is
contagious!”
Burkhalter knows the
impact of good teaching.
She was inspired to pick her
current profession by her
high school biology teacher,
Gloria Latta.
“She brought the subject
to life in a fun and applicable
way,” Burkhalter said. “I was
impressed with her loving

#NewYearGoals

nature while still maintaining
control of the classroom. She
wanted to bring out the best
in all of us.”

Latta’s attitude toward her
class, made Burkhalter, as a
student, want to “succeed in
the subject,” she said.

Advice for maintaining
weight loss resolutions
Sierra Benson
Staff Writer

Once the holidays are over, and the new
year begins, it is common for people
to make a resolution that demands
eating better, going to the gym, and
ultimately losing some weight. Wellness
Coordinator Sara Estock has compiled
a list of advice for those seeking help to
achieve as well as maintain resolutions
intended to change your body.
See full story on page 3.
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Fact or Fiction
The retail industry in the United
States makes around $3 trillion
during the holiday season.
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Parkland aids students
with late registration

Scott Barnes
Staff Writer

The faculty, staff and
administration of Parkland
College does a lot to ensure
that everything is set in place
for a stress-free first day
of classes. Ideally, students
should have a class schedule
and know exactly where to
be and what time to be there
before the semester even
begins. This is not always the
case though.
There are some instances
in which classes get cancelled
and students have no choice
but to find alternative options.
There are other cases in which
the students themselves may
be responsible for making last
minute enrollment changes
because of various reasons.
One such student is
Tiffany Walton. She is
pursuing a degree as an office
professional. She has been
attending classes for a few
years and has just enrolled
in her sixth semester at
Parkland College.
She had to make some
last minute changes to her
schedule because of financial
reasons. She explained that
registering for classes has,

historically, never been an
issue for her but this semester
was an exception. She
expressed some frustration
and, after an hour of trying
on her own, she decided to
join the long line of students
scrabbling for a last minute
appointment with an advisor.
“Usually, I have no problem
and I can get it done,” Walton
said. “Today, for some reason,
it’s not letting me register and
drop at the same time.”
Some
students
are
forced to make unwanted
changes because of classes
being cancelled due to low
enrollment numbers. Each
class has a certain number
of students that are required
to be enrolled for the class to
“make”. If that that number is
not reached then the class is
likely to be cancelled.
Logan
Thompson
is
majoring in aviation. She
had to make some unplanned
changes to her schedule
due to a cancelled class. She
said the additional staff that
Parkland had on hand was
helpful and provided her
assistance in registering for
a different course.
“The staff tries to help but
there’s only so many people

and they have a lot to do,”
Thompson said. “So I don’t
blame the staff, it’s just not
the greatest system in the
world.”
Julie Marlatt is the Dean
of Enrollment Management
at Parkland. This is her first
semester at the college but
she was prepared to tackle
the situation.
In addition to the usual
services
provided
by
counseling and advising,
there was a makeshift
registration office set up in
the space that TRiO normally
calls home.
She explained that the
first day of the semester was
busy but that Parkland staff
handled scheduling issues
effectively.
“Today went really great,”
Marlatt said. “We saw almost
150 students. We had a very
wide variety of student
populations that we served
today and I think they found
that the process was fairly
smooth considering that they
were coming in so late.”
Martlatt explained that
there are many reasons why
students may be registering
late, but whatever the
reason, staff was there to

help them get set up and
have a successful semester.
According to Marlatt, not
all enrollment issues can be
resolved but many students
do find alternative classes
and are able to move forward
with their preexisting plans.
“There are some classes
that did have to be cancelled,”
Marlatt said. “When that
happens, we try to work with
the students to get them into
a different section or to try to
get them into another class
to be able to make sure that
they can still be able to get
their course needed in order
to complete their degree.”
Many students don’t find out
about cancelled classes until
the first day of the semester.
The decision of whether
or not a class “makes” is
intentionally put off as long
as possible.
The reason for this is to
allow time for the chance, last
minute enrollment for some
students who may not have
registered for classes prior
to the start date for whatever
reason.
The last minute cancellation
of a class is not the preferred
outcome for the students or
the instructors but it is an issue

that is perhaps unavoidable.
One thing students can do to
ensure that their semester
begins without any surprises
is to make sure that they take
care of registration as early
as they possibly can.
There may not be a way
to ensure that last minute
schedule changes never
need to be made but early
registration helps alleviate
the stress associated with
scheduling courses. She
explained that students who
do register early help the
college plan accordingly and
make any necessary changes
to class schedules ahead of
time.
Students who still have
to enroll for classes this
semester may be able to
register for an accelerated,
13-week course.
For returning students,
the registration deadline for
13-week courses is January
28.
The deadline for new
students is January 26.
Students needing assistance
with registration can set up an
appointment with counseling
and advising by visiting the
office in Room U267 or by
calling 217-351-2219.

U of I bans hoverboards in all campus buildings
URBANA, Ill. (AP)
— The University
of Illinois’ flagship
campus
has
broadened its ban on
hoverboards to cover
all of its buildings
and other campus
facilities.
The university last
week told students the
two-wheeled scooters
were prohibited in
campus
housing
but widened that
restriction Tuesday.
A university news
release said the ban
was put in place over
fire-safety concerns
related
to
the
batteries that power
hoverboards.
Some
have caught fire,
Students
are
still
allowed
to
ride
hoverboards
outdoors.
The University of
Illinois-Chicago last
week was considering
a similar ban.
At least 20 U.S.
universities
have
banned or restricted
hoverboards in recent
weeks.

Photo by Elaine Thompson | AP Photo
In this Oct. 5, 2015 file photo, Seattle Seahawks wide receiver B.J. Daniels rides through a hallway at CenturyLink Field on an
electric self-balancing scooter commonly called a “hoverboard,” as he arrives for an NFL football game against the Detroit
Lions in Seattle. Since December 2015, several universities have banned or limited hoverboards on their campuses, saying the
two-wheeled, motorized scooters are unsafe. Beyond the risk of falls and collisions, colleges are citing warnings from federal
authorities that some of the self-balancing gadgets have caught on fire.
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Weight loss resolutions
Tips on maintaining your New Years goals

1. ANNOUNCE YOUR
INTENTIONS. It can feel a
little awkward to tell family
and friends (and everyone
on social media) about your
weight loss resolution, but
by publicly announcing your
goal, you become accountable
for your actions. You never
know when someone else is
going to check in on you!
2. PARTNER UP. By getting
a lifting partner in the gym
or sharing meals amongst
friends with a common goal,
you will be less likely to make
poor choices that will shift
you off track.
3.
SHARE
YOUR
PROGRESS.
Allow
others to share in your
journey. Whether you prefer
to publicly or privately share
progress pictures or your
new one rep max (RPM), the
validation you will receive

from tracking progress is
key. What is measurable,
is
manageable.
Your
improvements could be the
inspiration someone else may
need to get off the couch!
4. DON’T SAY ‘CAN’T’.
When you are faced with a
poor food choice, don’t say
that you “can’t eat that.” You
can do whatever you choose
to do, and you are choosing to
be healthy.
If you must avoid a food
pusher (yes, they are out
there), be kind and reply
respectfully. A simple ‘Thank
you. But I am choosing not
to eat that right now. Maybe
some other time’ can be
effective.
5.
ORGANIZE
YOUR
LIFE. Take some time to
prepare healthy meals that
can be eaten throughout the
week. Pack a gym bag with

Sponsored by
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your clothes and shoes the
night before to ensure that
you get to the gym. Dedicate
preparation time each week
to execute success for your
resolution. Consistency is
key!
6. EDUCATE YOURSELF.
Understanding
the
full
benefit of your healthy
lifestyle will supply much
more motivation than solely
focusing on weight loss.
The number on the scale
does not reflect a decrease
in cholesterol, increase in
energy, mood improvements,
increased cognitive function,
skin complexion clarity, bone
density, and a thousand other
health benefits that you will
gain from a healthy lifestyle.
Take a Kinesiology or
Nutrition class and begin to
understand the function of
your body and how to take

Estock recommends taking time to change behaviors
as opposed to going all in. A lot of times with resolutions
people are highly motivated the first week and then they
eventually burn out. This list is more about setting smaller
goals to reach a bigger goal in the end.
care of yourself.
7. BE PATIENT. Eat healthy
foods, get adequate exercise,
and let time do its thing. If you

Fact or Fiction
FALSE: This is actually the annual
U.S. estimate, but one must wonder
how much of this is made during the
Christmas season.

Editorial Policy and Letter to the Editor
- All content is subject to review by the editorial staff.
- All submissions must follow the Parkland College code
of conduct. All violations of said code will be turned over to
Parkland College Administration and Public Safety.
- All content, once published, becomes property of Prospectus
News.
- All submitted content must be original work.
- All submissions must also include up to date contact
information.
- View expressed are not necessarily that of Prospectus News
or Parkland College.
- E-mail prospectus@parkland.edu, subject “Letter to the
Editor.”
Advertising
Interested in placing an ad?
Contact us: 217-351-2206
prospectusads@parkland.edu
- Advertising is accepted which is non-discriminatory and
not in violation of any laws. Prospectus News reserves the right
to refuse any advertising. Publication of advertising constitutes
final acceptance.
- Advertisers must verify ads for accuracy.
- Prospectus News deadline for all advertising is 5 P.M. of the
Friday immediately before the upcoming edition.
- The advertiser pays for all advertising and views expressed
in ads are not necessarily that of Prospectus News or Parkland
College.
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consistently follow a healthy
lifestyle, the weight that is
left is your body’s healthy
weight.
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Did you know?
All unused issues of The Prospectus are
donated to the Parkland College Veterinary
Technology program or the Champaign
County Humane Society.
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Crossword

Classiﬁeds

(solve for the answers below)

YOUR AD HERE

Place your classified here for only $5 per week.
Ads must be less than three lines or 30 words.
Contact our ad department today!
217-351-2206
prospectusads@parkland.edu

Last edition’s answers

Stonegate Village

$615-$880
Quality, Location, Amenities

Colonial Village

$710-88t5
Convenient, Spacious,
Affordable

Ginger Creek

$770-990
Luxury, Serenity, Value

ACROSS
1 Dorset towns home for Penny Barker
(6)
5 Its unpleasant when crowd almost
swamps island state (6)
9 Spin fabric, changing direction before
the end (5)
10 Drunken bums outwardly dead ringer
for body-builders pick-up (4-4)
12 Lad turning to booze over time finds
remedy (7)
13 Monkey going without oxygen
displays listlessness (7)
14 Travel round America – east of
Connecticut – with great enjoyment (5)
16 Ancient style of writing in clay,
principally, that›s consistent around the
East (9)
18 Old measure of distances always a
problem for the motorist (9)
21 Go around one European city (5)
22 Girl from Israeli town returned after
noon with answer (7)
24 Smash hits involving controversial rap
musician (7)
26 Is virgin about to get reprimand? (8)
27 Mr Jones has daughter out of the blue
(5)
28 Lean bit of steak eaten rare (6)
29 Loudly express relief when given the
cutting tool (6)

DOWN
2 I put most rubbish outside in skips (5)
3 Delighted when getting tasty recipe for
cold starter (9)
4 One wanting medicine for treatment of
disease (7)
5 This towns rat-catcher took issue when
he was not paid (7)
6 Hood of gown finally replaced by one
thats new (5)
7 Sick jokes can cause bad feeling (3-6)
8 Notes clue for a type of flour? (11)
11 Pontiff in Rome dismissed two
fellows, possibly as warning (11)
15 Toils hard, having obtained work here
(9)
17 The train from Bury to London? (9)
19 Recluse regularly yearned to have
child (7)
20 Renovates part of Oxford at last? (7)
23 So one side is up at end of game; the
other side will be this (5)
25 National flag seen over hospital (5)

Green & Gold

White

Pick of the Week
Ashland - Central Illinois band
“Eyes in the Sky”

XKCD

ARE YOU A COMIC ARTIST?

We’re always accepting new and original work. Grab an application
from Student Life, located in the Student Union Building, or email
prospectus@parkland.edu for more information!

